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1. Introduction 
 
           The concept of mX-open set has been introduced by H. Maki in 1996.[4] and 
the concept of preopen set has been introduced by Mashour et al [5] .Lots of 
applications of preopen set and mX structure in ordinary topological space has been 
introduced by various researchers.[11][12][13]. The concept of mX pre-open set has 
been introduced by Ennis Rosas, Neelamegarajan Rajesh, Carlos 
Carpintero [15]. The aim of this paper is to introduce the concept of pre mX-open 
set which is a combination of mX Structure and topology induced by mX structure. 
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            In the second section of this paper some preliminaries required for further 
proceeding is introduced. 
            In the third section, the concept of pre mX-open set is introduced and the 
corresponding topological space is obtained. Also connection of pre mX open set with 
other set is studied.  
             
 
2. Preliminaries 
 
In this section, some of the important required preliminaries are cited which are 
necessary for further proceeding through the paper.  
Let A be a subset of a space X. The closure of A and interior of A are denoted by ClA 
and IntA respectively. Also the complement of A is denoted as AC.  
Definition 2.1: The subset A of X is said to be  
1.[1] a open mX- set in a mX structure if mX intA=A  
2. a Preopen set in ordinary topological space if A⊂int(cl(A)) 
3. [3] a mX-regular open set in mX structure if A= mX-int mX-clA. 
4. [8] a mX-generalized closed set in mX structure if there exist a mX-open set 
containing A such that mXClA⊂U whenever A⊂U. 
                      
  Let (X;mX) be a space with a minimal structure mX on X. For a subset A of X, the 
mX-closure of A and the mX-interior of A are defined as the following [3]: 
mXInt(A) = ∪{U: U⊂A;U∈mX}; 
mXCl(A) = ∩{F: F⊃A;X-F∈mX} 
                                         
Definition 2.4. ([2]) Let (X;mX) be a space with a minimal structure mX on X and A 
⊆ X. Then a set A is called an mX-preopen set in X if A⊆mXInt(mXCl(A)).A set A is 
called an mX-preclosed set if the complement of A is mX-preopen. 
 
Through out this paper we are considering the topological space(T)  as the structure 
formed by the introducing the missing elements in mX structure i.e. along with the 
elements of mX structure we are also introducing the elements which are essentially 
needed for a topological space .Let us name this type of topological space as induced 
topological space of an mX structure and denote it as TmX . This structure follows all 
the properties of ordinary topological space  
 
3. On Pre-mX open set 
 
In this section the concept of pre mX open set is introduced and the topological 
structure obtained by the collection of this set is studied.  
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Definition 3.1: A subset A of X is said to be a Pre-mX open set on an mX structure if 
A ⊆ Int(mX-ClA). 
where Int is defined on the topological space induced by the mX structure and mX-Cl 
is defined on the mX structure.  
Example: Let X ={a, b, c, d}.Let mX = {φ, X,{a},{b,c},{d,c}}and the corresponding 
induced topology on mX structure is TmX ={φ, 
X,{a},{c},{b,c},{d,c},{a,d,c},{a,b,c}{b,c,d}} .Let A = {c} then mX-Cl(A) ={b,c,d} 
Int(mX-Cl(A)) ={b,c,d} i.e. A ⊆ Int (mX-clA).i.e. A is a  pre-mXopen set.  
Lemma 3.2: Let A be a subset of X on (X, TmX ).Then  

(i) mX-Int(A)⊆Int(A). 
(ii)   mX-Cl(A)⊇Cl(A)  

Theorem 3.3:(1) φ and X are Pre-mXopen  set.                                                                       
                      (2) Arbitrary union of  pre-mX open set is a  pre-mXopen set. 
Proof:  (1) It is obviously true. 
To prove (2) Let A = ∪{Ai: i∈I}, where A is an arbitrary collection of   pre-mXopen 
set i.e. Ai⊆ Int(mX-ClAi) for each i∈I. Also Ai ⊆ A for each i∈I i.e. Ai⊆Int(mX-
ClAi)⊆Int(mX- ClA) for each i∈I .i.e. ∪{Ai : i∈I}⊆∪Int(mX-Cl({Ai:i∈I})) ⊆Int(mX-
Cl(∪{Ai:i∈I})) i.e. Arbitrary union of  pre-mX open set is a pre-mX open set. 
Remark 3.4: Intersection of two pre-mX open set is not pre-mX open set. This follows 
from the following example: Let X = {a,b,c} mX = {φ,X,{a},{b},{a,c},{b,c}}, Tmx = 
{φ,  X, {a}, {b}, {c}, {a,c}, {b,c}}.Let A = {a,c}, B = {b,c},therefore A ⊆ Int(mX-Cl 
(A)) and B ⊆ Int(mX-Cl (B)).Now A∩B = {c} then Int(mX-Cl (A∩B)) = φ ⇒ A∩B ⊄ 
Int(mX-Cl (A∩B)).Hence intersection of two pre-mX open set is not pre-mX open set. 
Remark 3.5: The collection of all pre-mX open set forms a supra topology. Let us 
denote it as (X, mXP). 
Remark3.6:Union of  any two   non pre-mX open set may be pre-mX open set.whose 
example is as follows:: Let X={a,b,c,d}.Let mX = {φ, X,{a},{b,c},{d,c}} and the 
corresponding topology on mX structure is TmX ={φ, 
X,{a},{c},{b,c},{d,c},{a,d,c},{a,b,c}}. Let A = {a,d} then Int( mX-clA) = {a} i.e. A⊄ 
Int( mX-clA) also let B = {a,b} then  Int( mX-clB) = {a}i.e B⊄ Int( mX-clB).Now 
A∪B = {a,b,d} then Int(mX-cl(A∪B))=X i.e. A∪B⊆Int(mX-Cl (A∪B)) .Here A and 
B are not  pre-mXopen set but there union is  pre-mXopen. 
Theorem 3.7 Every  mX- open set is a  pre-mXopen set.  
Proof: Let A be an mX- open set in a mX- structure. We know that A ⊆mX-Cl(A) , i.e. 
A = mX-IntA⊂  IntA⊆Int(mX-Cl(A)). So if A is an mX- open set then it is a  pre-mX 
open set.   
Remark 3.8: Converse of the above theorem need not be true which follows from the 
example. 
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Let X ={a,b,c,d}.Let mX={φ,X,{a},{b,c},{c,d}} the corresponding   topology on mX 
structure is TmX={φ, X,{a},{c},{b,c,d},{c,a,d},{a,b,c}}.Let A ={a,c} then mXInt(A) 
={a}≠A then A is not   mX- open set. But Int(mX-cl(A)) = X i.e A⊂Int(mX-
cl(A)).Therefore A is  pre-mXopen set. 
Theorem 3.9: Every mX-preopen set is pre- mXopen set. 
Proof: It is obvious. 
Remark 3.10: Converse of the above theorem need not be true which follows from 
the example: 
Let X ={a,b,d,c}.Let mX={φ,X,{a},{b,c},{c,d}} the corresponding   topology on mX 
structure is TmX={φ, X,{a},{c},{b,c,d},{c,a,d},{a,b,c}}.Let A ={a,b} then  
mXInt(mX-Cl(A)) ={a} ⇒A⊄mXInt(mX-Cl(A)) then A is not  mX-preopen set. But 
Int(mX-cl(A)) ={a,b} i.e A⊆Int(mX-cl(A)).Therefore A is  pre-mXopen set. 
Theorem 3.11: Arbitrary union of  mX-open set is  pre-mXopen set. 
It follows from the theorem 3.3 and   theorem 3.7. 
Theorem 3.12: For a sub set A of a mX-structure the following condition are 
equivalent. 
(i) A is a pre-mXopen set. 
(ii) Cl(Int(mX-Cl(A))) = Cl(A)  
 (iii)  A is a regular  mX-open set. 
 Proof: (i) ⇒(ii)     
Since A is a pre-mXopen set, A⊆Int(mX-ClA)⊆ClA [Since mX-intA⊂A]. Thus 
Cl(A)⊂ Cl(Int(mX-ClA))⊂ Cl(Cl(A)) = Cl(A) i.e Cl(Int(mX-Cl(A))) =Cl(A)  
(ii) ⇒(iii)  It is obvious. 
 (iii)⇒(i) it is obvious. 
Remark 3.13: Converse is not always true. It follows from the following example  
Let X = {a,b,c,d}.Let mX = {φ, X,{a},{b,d},{c,d},{b,c}} the corresponding induced 
topology on mX structure is  
TmX={{φ, X,{a},{b,d},{c,d},{b,c},{b},{c},{d},{a,b,d},{a,c,d},{a,b,c},{c,b,d}}.Let 
A={b,c}then Int(mX-Cl(A))={b,c,d}≠A  then A is not regular mX-open but 
A⊆Int(mX-Cl(A)) i.e A is pre-mXopen set. 
Theorem3.14: Every  mX dense set  is   pre-mXopen. 
Proof:Let A is mX-dense in X then mX-Cl(A)=X ⇒Int(mX-cl(A))=Int(X)=X. Since 
A⊆X⇒A⊆Int(mX-cl(A)).Therefore A is a   pre-mX open. 
Remark 3.15: Converse of the theorem need be true, which follows the example. 
Let X={a,b,c,d}.Let mX={φ,X,{a},{c},{b,d},{a,d}} the corresponding topology on 
mX Structure is TmX = {φ, X, {a}, {c}, {d}, {a,d}, {a,c}, {c,b,d}, {a,b,d}, {a,d}, 
{c,b,d},{c,a,d},{b,d}}.Let A ={a, b}then mX-clA= {a,b,d}≠X.∴A is not mX-dense. 
But Int(mX-clA) = {a,b,d} i.e. A⊂Int(mX-clA).∴A is  pre-mX open set. 
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Definition 3.16: A subset A is said to be b- mXopen of (X, TmX) if A⊂ Int(mX-
Cl(A)∪Cl(mXInt (A)). 
Theorem 3.17: Every pre-mXopen set is b-mXopen on (X, TmX ).  
Proof: Let A be a subset of X.Since A is  pre-mXopen set then A⊆Int(mX-Cl(A)).Also 
we write    Int(mX-Cl(A))⊂ Int(mX-Cl(A)∪ Cl(mX-Int (A)) ⇒ A⊂ Int(mX-Cl(A)∪ 
mX-Cl(Int (A)). Hence every pre-mXopen set is b-open  on (X, TmX) 
Theorem 3.18: Every preopen set of a topological space induced by a mX structure is 
a pre mX open set  
Proof follows from def and lemma 3.2 
  
                                                mX- dense 
                                                     ↓ 
 mX- open → mX-pre open → pre-mXopen → b-mXopen  
                                                       ↑           
                                             regular mX-open      
   
Lemma 3.24: If  U is a mX –open set and A is a   pre-mX open then U∩A is  a  pre-
mX open set. 
Example: Let X = {a, b, c,d}.Let mX = {φ, X,{a},{b,c},{b,d},{a,d,c}}and the 
corresponding topology on mX structure is TmX = {φ, X, {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {c,b,d}, 
{a,b,d}, {c,a,d},{b,d},{a,b,c}}  
                                                                                                                                                                          
Let A = {a,b} then     mX-intA={a}⊆A and Int(mX-cl(A))={a,b} i.e. A is mX-open as 
well as pre-mX open, similarly let U={a,d} is pre-mX open, but A∩U={a}⇒Int(mX-
Cl(A∩U))={a}.Therefore A∩B is pre-mX-open. 
Lemma 3.25: For every A∈ P mX O(X)  then  IntA=Int(mX-cl(A)).  
Proof:Since A∈ P mX O(X) then A=Int(mX-cl(A))⊆Int(mX-cl(A))⇒IntA⊆Int(mX-

cl(A)).AgainInt(mX-Cl(A)))⊇Int(Cl(A))⊇Int(A)⇒IntA⊆Int(mX-cl(A)) ⊇ Int(A) ⇒ 
IntA =Int(mX-Cl(A)). 
Lemma 3.26:If A is a  pre mX open set and A≠ φ.Then  Int(mX-Cl(A))≠ φ. 
Proof: Let A be a pre mX open set  such that A≠ φ, then by lemma 3.24 IntA= Int(mX-

cl(A)).If mX-clA= φ then Int(mX-cl(A)) = φ implies IntA= φ, i.e A= φ,  which 
contradiction our hypothesis. Hence Int(mX-Cl(A)) ≠ φ.   
Lemma 3.27:The following are equivalent for a subset A of a space X: 
                    (i)  A ⊂ P mX O(X)   
                    (ii) A⊂Int( mX-cl(A)). 
Proof : It is obvious. 
Theorem 3.28: If A⊂X0⊂X   and  X0⊂P-mXO(X).Then A⊂P-mXO(X) iff A⊂P-
mXO(X0). 
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Proof. Necessity: since A⊂ P-mXO (X) then there exists a mX-open set U⊂X such 
that U⊂A⊂Int( mX- Cl(U)). Let IntX and mX- ClX denote, respectively, the  interior 
and mX closure operator in X and IntX0 and mX-ClX0 same as X.. Now, U⊂ X0 as 
X0⊂X. Then, U= U ∩X0⊂A∩X0⊂ X0∩IntX(mx-ClX(U)) or U⊂ A⊂Int(m X0- 
Cl(U)),since U = U ∩X0 and U is mX - open in X0 then by theorem 3.10 it follows that 
A⊂mXPO(X0). 
Conversely: Since A⊂P-mXO(X0) then there exit a   pre-mXopen  set U0⊂X0  such 
that U0⊂A⊂Int- (mX-Cl(U0)).Now U0⊂X  as   X0⊂X. Then U0=U0∩X⊂A∩X⊂X 

∩Int(mX-Cl(U0)) or U0⊂A⊂Int(mX-Cl(U0)),since U0=U0∩X and U0 is mX- open in 
X.Hence proof. 
Theorem 3.29:If A is pre-mX-open and mX-closed then A is open set in TmX. 
Proof: Since A is mX-closed then mX-Cl(A)=A. Also A is pre-mX-open then  
A⊆Int(mX-Cl(A))=Int(A).Hence proof. 
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